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ACCESS TO ENERGY

WHAT THIS BOOKLET IS ABOUT
The Councillor Development Programme is an initiative led by SALGA to
empower local government councillors to provide well-informed political
leadership with regard to sustainable delivery of all municipal functions.
A basic understanding of the sector that falls under the portfolio of the
councillor will assist towards achieving this goal.
The overall goal of the programme for the energy and electricity sector,
which includes energy efficiency and renewable energy, is to enhance the
capacity of councillors by creating a knowledge base and understanding of
the sector to ‘effectively and appropriately play an oversight role in relation
to this sector’.
Councillors will have a broad understanding of the value chain and the
policy and legislative framework that governs the sector. They will also
gain an appreciation for various aspects of the sector such as the electricity
service authority role the municipality plays and how electricity is regulated
as well as the municipal functions of financing, planning and providing
access to electricity for the municipality’s constituents. Through this
information, councillors will be better equipped to ask relevant questions
and make informed decisions for this sector.
This booklet will provide councillors with an overview of the municipality’s
role in increasing the access to energy for all its citizens.
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OVERVIEW

There are two components to ensuring all households in South Africa
have access to sufﬁcient energy to meet their basic needs:
• Physical access is the proportion of households with an internal electricity
connection, or the availability of safe alternative energy sources for cooking,
heating and lighting, and how easily accessible it is. Some people have to
travel to collect or purchase energy.
• Financial access is a the ability to afford a basic level of electricity or sufficient
safe alternatives.
Energy poverty is when people lack choice of access to adequate, affordable,
reliable, good quality, safe and environmentally friendly energy services to
meet their basic needs. The Department of Energy defines energy poverty as
‘households that spend more than 10% of their income on energy sources’.

Basic energy needs
Energy is essential to satisfy basic human needs and improve living standards.
Although energy is used for many purposes, the three basic household energy
needs are lighting, cooking and space- and water-heating. Various forms of
energy can meet these needs.

FIGURE 1: ENERGY FOR COOKING, LIGHTING AND HEATING
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Poor communities still rely on fuels like paraffin, biomass (e.g. firewood) and coal
that cause indoor pollution when they are burnt in badly ventilated homes using
inefficient appliances. This has implications for the public sector. Poor indoor
air quality can cause serious upper-respiratory diseases and increase health
costs. Costs are also incurred for fire fighting and to accommodate communities
displaced after fires that frequently occur in areas that depend on these fuels.
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Energy sources for households
Not every household has access to electricity, the preferred energy source, but
alternative sources of energy can help to attain universal energy access. Nonelectrified households rely primarily on candles, paraffin, firewood, coal and gas.
The following graph illustrates some of the forms of energy used by households.

FIGURE 2: USE OF ENERGY SOURCE BY ELECTRIFIED AND NON-ELECTRIFIED HOUSEHOLDS
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Energy-use varies according to geographic location and socioeconomic status.
Firewood and paraffin for cooking and lighting are not as cost-efficient as gas
and electricity. The poor households that use them spend a larger portion of
their income on energy services than higher-income households. The relationship
between energy-use and socioeconomic status is illustrated by the graph below.
Wealthier households use electricity; poor households use candles, firewood and
paraffin, which cause poor internal air quality.

FIGURE 3: FUELS FOR BASIC NEEDS (LIGHTING, WATER AND HEATING) ACROSS INCOME
GROUPS
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WHO HAS
ACCESS?

The electriﬁcation backlog
The map below illustrates the dramatic variation in the number of households with access to electricity, or the electrification rate, across the country.

FIGURE 4: PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH NO ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY
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Source: Department of Energy, 2013

Universal access is when 97% of households have access to energy, based
on the assumption that it is impossible (for topographic reasons) to ever
achieve 100% coverage. Inclusion of rapidly growing informal and backyard
households has been slow.

Did you know?
According to the Department of Energy, more
than 85% of South African households had access
to electricity in 2013, an improvement from 70% in
2001. However, due to the high cost of electrification
in remote and less densely populated areas,
electrification is lower in these areas (see the red areas
above). Alternative energy sources may be the most
cost-effective options for these parts of the country.
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The diagram below shows the electrification rate and progress since 2001,
by type of municipality. Although there has been significant progress in
rural municipalities since 2001, they still have the lowest rates of access to
electricity.

FIGURE 5: PERCENTAGE ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY BY TYPE OF MUNICIPALITY
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Source: Financial and Fiscal Commission briefing on energy (2013)

Did you know?
More than 6.6 million households
were added to the grid between
1991 and August 2015. From 2002
to 2016, about 100 000 households
were supplied with non-grid
technology (solar photovoltaic
[PV] panels). In 2013, government
announced a target of universal
access by 2025.
LEFT: Solar water heating, Tshwane.
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POLICY TO
PROMOTE ACCESS

To correct historical inequalities and poverty in South Africa, the
government has embarked on a programme to provide basic
services like electricity to previously disadvantaged households.
Policies have been developed to improve access to safe,
affordable and reliable energy services.

The White Paper on Energy (1998)
The White Paper on Energy is the overarching policy of the energy sector.
It defines the approach of government to energy supply and consumption
and recognises that access to adequate energy services by poor households
for heating, lighting, cooking and communication is a basic need. Universal
access to electricity is one of the cornerstones of the white paper. Two of
its key objectives are to:
• Widen access to affordable, adequate and secure energy services for
disadvantaged households (urban and rural), small business, small farms
and community services
• Promote access to cleaner and safer forms of energy to low income
households to counter the negative health effects of the use of certain
fuels.

Energy Act of 2008
According to the Energy Act of 2008, the Minister of Energy must increase
access to affordable energy services and mitigate the negative effects
of energy-use on health, the environment and personal safety. It gives
expression to the objectives of the white paper.

The National Development Plan (NDP)
Electricity enables economic and socioeconomic development. The
energy vision of the National Development Plan is for universal access –
97% of the population with access to grid-connected or off-grid electricity
by 2025. It is underpinned by:
•
•
•
•
•

The Free Basic Electricity (FBE) Policy (2003)
The Free Basic Alternative Energy (FBAE) Policy (2007)
The New Household Electrification Strategy (2013)
The Non-grid Electrification Policy (2009)
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals1

1 Seventeen aspirational ‘Global Goals’ with 169 targets between them. Spearheaded by the
United Nations, through a deliberative process involving its 194 Member States, as well as
global civil society, the goals are contained in paragraph 54 United Nations Resolution A/
RES/70/1 of 25 September 2015.
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FREE BASIC ELECTRICITY POLICY

The Free Basic Electricity Policy allocates 50kW/h of free basic electricity per
household per month and identifies which government interventions can
bring relief to poor electrified households to ensure they receive optimal
socioeconomic benefits from the national electrification programme.

FREE BASIC ALTERNATIVE ENERGY POLICY

The purpose of free basic alternative energy is to facilitate provision of
basic energy to indigent households without access to electricity. It seeks
to minimise health risk by promoting the safe and efficient use of suitable
energy sources for the benefit of all citizens. Job creation is also a possible
spinoff that will help to improve socioeconomic conditions. Free Basic
Alternative Energy is provided in areas:
•
•
•
•

Far from the electricity grid
Where no solar home system programme is planned
Where there are no immediate plans to electrify the area
Where energy poverty is widespread.

NEW HOUSEHOLD ELECTRIFICATION STRATEGY

Although the electrification programme has had many successes it fell short
of meeting its target of electrifying 92% of formal households by 2014.
Cabinet approved the implementation of the new Household Electrification
Strategy in 2013 to remedy this. Under the new programme:
• Universal access is when a minimum of 97% of all households are
electrified
• About 90% of households will receive grid connections and the rest will
receive high-quality non-grid solar home-systems or other suitable costeffective technologies.

NON-GRID ELECTRIFICATION POLICY

The non-grid electrification programme is designed to give deep rural
communities temporary access to limited electricity until grid-connection
is possible. The solar home-systems that households receive as part of the
programme consist of:
•
•
•
•
•

A 50Wp photovoltaic panel
A charge controller
Wiring and outlets for small appliances
A battery (105 Amp-hour)
Four energy-efficient compact fluorescent lights

POLICY TO PROMOTE ACCESS
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UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Energy access is a global focus area. In 2015, all United Nations
member states adopted the sustainable development goals, which
guide global development until the year 2030. Goal number 7 of
17 sustainable development goals is:

Ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all.
This goal also promotes conversion to renewable sources and
calls for dramatic improvements in energy efficiency. South
Africa’s energy policies and goals are in line with the sustainable
development goal 7. One of the National Development Plan Vision
2030 targets is to achieve universal access by 2025.

Universal access to modern energy
The global platform, Sustainable Energy for All (SE4ALL), played an important role
in placing universal access to modern energy services at the heart of the sustainable
development goals.
The objectives of SE4ALL are to:
• Ensure universal access to modern energy services
• Double the global rate of improvement in energy efficiency
• Double the share of renewable energy in the global energy mix.

Read more: www.se4all.org
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THE ROLE OF LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

The Constitution outlines the roles of the three spheres of government and
ﬁrmly places the developmental agenda in the hands of local government.
The Department of Energy and local government are responsible for
delivering energy to South African households. National government
develops frameworks, norms and standards; municipalities distribute
electricity to customers. Eskom also supplies electricity to many areas.
The role of municipalities with regard to energy access is to:
• Plan for energy services in their jurisdiction through the IDP.
• Provide physical electrical connections in the areas where they are the licensed
distributor) and partner with Eskom where they are the licensed distributor.
• Fund new electricity connections to poor households through the Integrated
National Electrification Programme (INEP) outlined in section 5.
• Adopt the free basic electricity and energy policies to ensure poor households have
affordable access to a basic level of energy. This is covered in sections 6 and 7.
ELECTRICITY AND
ENERGY

PLANNING

Refer to Electricity and
Energy Planning for
more information on the
Electricity Master Plan
and the IDP.

FINANCING
MUNICIPAL
ELECTRICITY
SERVICES

1

Refer to Financing Municipal
Electricity Services for more
information on how electricity
services are ﬁnanced and how
tariffs are structured.
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INTEGRATED NATIONAL
ELECTRIFICATION
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Government’s Integrated National Electriﬁcation Programme (INEP) is
an accelerated national electriﬁcation programme targeted at poor and
previously disadvantaged households to progress towards universal
access.
The National Electrification Programme (2001) implemented by the Department of
Energy aims to provide sustainable energy to further socioeconomic development.
Rollout of the energy distribution infrastructure is funded through the INEP grant.
Funds are transferred to implementing agencies such as Eskom, municipalities
and various non-grid service providers. The programme includes planning, project
management and funding of the bulk infrastructure, i.e. grid and non-grid new
connections for households.

Non-grid progress
There has recently been much progress in the non-grid programme: more than
25 000 solar energy connections were completed in 2015 – 5 000 more than
the target. Overall, about 123 000 non-grid connections, the majority of which
are in Limpopo, KwaZulu-Natal, the Northern Cape and Eastern Cape, have
been installed since the programme began.

Funding and administration of INEP
The INEP programme is funded by national government. If funds cannot cover
INEP projects planned by a municipality (or Eskom) for a particular financial year, the
entity is expected to top up funds with their own resources. Since the programmes
are in municipal areas, it is vital for the municipality to address the challenges
below should they arise. The DoE allocates the INEP grant budget between the
three components of the INEP programme – Eskom electrification, municipal
electrification and non-grid electrification.
ISSUE

CHALLENGE

ELECTRIFICATION

Procurement due to MFMA takes a long time
Backlogs result from lack of integration of housing and electricity departments
Poor infrastructure maintenance
Rapid increase in number of households
Lack of resources and skills in municipalities

NON-GRID
ELECTRIFICATION

Slow uptake – negative attitudes and political perceptions
Current solutions do not cater for all basic energy needs
Financial viability of service providers – small, mostly rural customer base

FUNDING

Grant application and municipal budgeting time frames not aligned
Cost of connections escalates – backlogs in hard-to-reach areas
Financial misalignment – municipalities have to top up funding
Grant funds are also used to upgrade bulk infrastructure as well, which leaves
less budget for actual household electrification
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AFFORDABLE
ENERGY FOR ALL

The Free Basic Electricity policy aims to bring relief to poor households
and ensure optimal socioeconomic beneﬁts from the National
Electriﬁcation Programme. Electricity must be available and affordable
to increase access. The FBE policy addresses affordability. It states that
a certain level of electricity should be provided for free to people who
have access to electricity but cannot afford to use it.

Levels of allocation
The 50 kWh of electricity provided free of charge was motivated on the basis
that an average of 56% of households connected to the national grid (in Eskomlicensed areas) consume less than this a month. 50 kWh per month is considered
adequate to meet the lighting, media access and limited water heating and basic
ironing (or basic cooking) needs of a poor household.

What free basic electricity costs the municipality
Although FBE is free to the poor, the municipality must still cover the cost of
providing it. The cost of supplying FBE can be grouped into two components:
• Electricity costs: Capital costs such as grid infrastructure, metering
infrastructure and the associated operational costs of maintaining this
infrastructure.
• Administrative costs: Management of the indigent register or other means
of tracking the recipients as well as administrative costs incurred.
It cost R70.97 to deliver 50 kWh a month to a single household in the 2016–17
financial year. National Treasury transfers funds to municipalities through the
Local Government Equitable Share (LGES) to compensate them for providing free
basic electricity or free alternative energy to poor households in their jurisdiction.

Is 50 kWh a month enough?
Although energy-efficient appliances help households optimise their
free basic electricity, the standard allocation of 50 kWh a month is
controversial. An analysis by Earthlife Africa (2010) suggests that
200 kWh is a more realistic level of electricity consumption for poor
households.
Some municipalities have started providing more than 50 kWh – the City
of Cape Town allocates 60 kWh and Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality
allocates 100 kWh – but most still provide only the recommended 50
kWh. eThekwini Metropolitan Municipality uses automatic targeting (see
opposite) based on consumption levels to determine its FBE allocation to
residential customers. Prepaid residential customers who use less than 150
kWh a month receive 60 kWh of free basic electricity.

AFFORDABLE ENERGY FOR ALL
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Who gets free basic services?
The way the poor are identified is critical to the service. According to the National
Framework for Municipal Indigent Policies, municipalities must develop frameworks
for free basic services to make sure low-income households, who are most in need
of assistance, are the primary beneficiaries. These subsidy frameworks are included
in municipal tariff policies. There are several options for delivering the free basic
services.

OPTION 1: INDIGENT REGISTERS

Households with an income below a certain level must apply to be included on
the indigent register.2 Although a municipality can determine its own threshold for
inclusion, national government guidelines stipulate that it should be no more than
an amount equivalent to double the state pension.

OPTION 2: AUTOMATIC TARGETING

Automatic targeting does not require registration or application by residents, and is
applied through the billing system. Automatic targeting is based on:
• Property value: Households on properties below a certain value receive
support.
• Consumption: Households that use less than a specified amount of kilowatthours receive a subsidised rate (for usage above the free basic allocation but
below the low consumption threshold). Those who use more pay a different rate.
• Service level: Households who receive a low-level service receive it free of
charge. For example, a 20-Amp service that supports many electrical appliances
but cannot operate them simultaneously (a full household service is a 60-Amp
connection). In South Africa, households that use this service are generally
charged a lower tariff for any electricity they use over and above the free
allowance of 50kWh per month.
Many municipalities use a combination of automatic targeting methods.

OPTION 3: UNIVERSAL TARGETING

Universal targeting is when all households receive support, which is the case in
municipalities that use a first tariff block of an Inclining Block electricity tariff, which
provides electricity at a lower rate, including the free basic allocation. In the universal
case, all households benefit, no matter how much electricity they use.
If municipalities can afford universal targeting it makes implementation easier
although it is regarded as inefficient because the municipality misses out on revenue
from households that can afford to pay. It would be better to increase the free basic
allocation to poor households.

2 94% as per StatsSA, 2015
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The table includes the advantages and disadvantages of the three options we
have explored.
FBE ALLOCATION
MECHANISM OPTION

PROS

CONS

INDIGENT REGISTER

More successful at
targeting of poor
households only

• Vulnerable households slightly above
prescribed income level do not receive FBE.
• Administratively burdensome and expensive
for household and municipality because
it requires documentation and travel to
municipal offices annual registration and
validations.
• Stigmatisation of people identified as
indigent.

AUTOMATIC
TARGETING

• Easier to administer
• The principle is to
target those in need

Households that do not require support likely
to receive it because it is not possible to target
only those in need (e.g. if administration is
based on yearly consumption levels, holiday
homes that only use electricity occasionally).

UNIVERSAL
TARGETING

No specific
administrative
burden or costs for
administering FBE

If the system is not well designed, it will
allocate FBE to households that do not need
support

Free basic alternative energy
Government introduced the Free Basic Alternative Energy policy in 2007 to
cover free basic energy, not just electricity, because free basic electricity and
electrification are unlikely to reach all unelectrified households in the near
future.

The policy facilitates provision of basic energy needs to indigent households
without access to electricity, in particular those in areas remote from the grid. It
seeks to: minimise health risk by promoting safe use of energy; ensure suitable
energy sources are chosen; maximise efficient use of energy; and, where
possible address socioeconomic concerns such as job creation.
The policy seeks to provide free basic alternative energy in areas with the
following characteristics:
• Far from the electricity grid
• No solar-home-system programme is planned
• No immediate plans to electrify the area
• Widespread energy poverty
Municipalities are tasked with identifying the indigent households and
issuing them with an alternative fuel. The policy was initially targeted at rural
municipalities, but some urban municipalities have also adopted it because of
the high number of unelectrified informal households.

AFFORDABLE ENERGY FOR ALL

FUNDING FREE BASIC ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Funds are already allocated to municipalities for this programme through the
Equitable Share Grant. These funds are classified as free basic electricity, but
where there is no electricity infrastructure they must be channelled into free
basic alternative energy. Municipalities are encouraged to supplement the free
basic electricity grant if necessary to ensure that indigent households receive
free basic alternative energy. In 2016 the allocation was set at R56.29 per
household per month.

ENERGY SOURCES FUNDED BY THE PROGRAMME

Municipalities must select appropriate energy sources for their areas. The
following aspects must be carefully considered before a choice is made:
• The energy source must be safe and environmentally friendly.
• Supply channels must be available or easily established within the
jurisdiction of the municipality.
• The energy source must be affordable to the municipality.
• The energy source must be sustainable.
• Providing these energy sources must create job opportunities for local
people where possible.
• The energy source must be easy to adapt to indigent households.

MODES OF DELIVERY

Once a municipality has chosen an alternative energy source, it must investigate
the most cost-effective way to acquire it. The municipality can act as the direct
service provider or appoint an external service provider (as specified in the
Municipal Systems Act) that will be responsible for implementing free basic
alternative energy under municipal supervision.

PROGRESS AND CHALLENGES

The following factors make free basic alternative energy harder to administer
and monitor than free basic electricity.
• Identifying the actual location of indigent households,
• Identifying and procuring appropriate energy sources that meet informal
household needs in a standardised manner
• Strong reluctance to accept alternative energies; they are perceived to
be provided in place of electricity. Households are under the impression
that if they accept these alternative energy sources, they will lose out on
electrification.
There are NGOs that are raising awareness among communities about the cost
and safe use of alternative fuels and energy sources. Private companies are also
getting involved in informal settlements to address barriers to the supply and
safe use of alternative fuels such as liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).
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NEW APPROACHES

An integrated household energy package gives municipalities
alternative ways to provide energy services to households in
the longer term, in a ﬁnancially and environmentally sustainable
manner. The package helps to address the following issues and in
so doing furthers the beneﬁts of using alternative energy:
• Households that cannot afford electricity throughout the month and
revert to candles and paraffin.
• Grid and supply constraints, as well as the need to reduce peak
consumption of electricity.
• The real cost of providing electricity to poor households renders the
service unsustainable (financially) for municipalities and increases the
need for cross-subsidies, which in turn limits business development.
• Increase the impact of climate-change mitigation.
Alternative energy services are not only for off-grid systems. Grid-connected
households from any social category can access them and bring benefits
for the municipality and the system as a whole. There are many ways to
provide access to energy or supplement grid electricity. A range of services
and technologies can meet different energy needs.

Solar PV and
storage through
grid or mini-grid
Solar home
systems
Solar lamps

Ceiling
Paint
Insulation in roof

LIGHTING,
CHARGING,
APPLIANCES,
REFRIGERATION,
ENTERTAINMENT

INSULATION

COOKING

HEATING
WATER

FIGURE 6: AN AFFORDABLE, MODERN ENERGY PACKAGE3
3 Lists are only examples and are not exhaustive

Gas stove with LPG
Biogas digester and
gas stove
Biogel
Hot box

Solar water
heater
PV to heat water
Heat pump

NEW APPROACHES

Johannesburg and Stellenbosch are implementing innovative
alternative energy projects.
ACCESS TO MODERN ENERGY SERVICES IN INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
Two projects are being piloted in two informal settlements in Johannesburg with
constrained peak-hour access to the grid. City Power has provided almost 10 000
households with LPG stoves, which are used for cooking and space heating. Solar PV
panels and batteries that provide electricity during the day or charge the battery for
electricity at night have been installed in the community (one installation for every six
households) to complement electricity from the grid.
The households are registered on the billing system as vulnerable, but not indigent.
They can purchase gas from a local business with their free basic alternative energy
allocation. Households pay their electricity bills, which are lower because of gas usage.
The cost of maintenance of the systems (grid, solar panels and storage) is covered by a
percentage of the revenue generated by the sale of electricity.

PARTNERING WITH A NOT-FOR-PROFIT TO BRING ENERGY
TO INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS
iShack, an initiative of the Sustainability Institute Innovation Lab in Stellenbosch, has
pioneered a solar-utility model to deliver basic electricity services to urban informal
settlements. The project has been running for three years.
Households receive a modular solar home system – solar panels, a battery and
appliances (lights, phone charger and TV) – which they can upgrade when they
can afford it. Some houses have connected a fridge to their systems. iShack is also
exploring the option of LPG for cooking.
At first, iShack worked on a fixed-cost basis: households paid R80 a month for
light- and cellphone-charging and an extra R50 for the TV. With service-provider
status iShack now receives a free basic alternative energy (FBAE) payment for each
beneficiary household and households pay a deposit and for maintenance when it is
needed. Although start-up funding for the solar home systems, the local support office
and training of installers and maintenance technicians came from donors, operations
and maintenance are financed by the FBAE allocation and payments from households.
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COUNCILLOR AND
COMMUNITY

The role of the councillor is to participate in the decisionmaking processes of the Council as a representative of the local
community. The councillor contributes to the strategic direction of
the municipality through the development and review of strategic
documents, including the IDP. The councillor must consider
the diversity of interests and needs of the local community
and facilitate effective communication between council and
community.
The councillor should inform the community about energy access. The
basic knowledge in this booklet will give the councillor relevant questions
to ask that will help the municipal administration and the community make
good choice about increasing energy access.

Questions you can ask your municipal ofﬁcials
about access to energy:
• What is the electriﬁcation rate in our municipality?
What percentage of households does not have
access to electricity yet?
• What are the current plans to address these
backlogs?
• What proportion of these households live in areas
where grid electricity is not a viable option?
• What steps is my community taking towards
increasing energy access, including affordability?
• Who should receive FBE and FBAE assistance?
• What is the process of applying or identifying FBE
recipients in my community?
• What are the main sources of alternative energy
used in my community?
• Which energy sources are most suitable for the
community?
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Physical Address:
Menlyn Corporate Park, Block B
175 Corobay Avenue, Cnr Garsfontein and Corobay
Waterkloof Glen ext 11, Pretoria
Postal Address:
PO Box 2094, Pretoria, 0001
Telephone: (012) 369 8000
Fax: (012) 369 8001
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